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Ian Marcousé's accessible and engaging textbooks brought together in one updated
volume covering everything your students need to know for the Pearson Edexcel A
level Business specification. - Breaks content down into short, clear chapters - covering
all topics in the depth students need - Updated business examples throughout the text
and in end of unit case studies bring the subject to life - A range of questions and
activities provide students with the opportunity to apply what they know and practise
questions - Builds students' confidence with key terms used in context and compiled in
an accessible glossary - Supported by an Answer Guide to assist teaching and save
time This Student Book has been endorsed for use with the Pearson Edexcel A Level
Business qualification.
This resource provides students with all they need to work through the specification
with complete confidence.
This Question Bank is a practical 'write in' study and revision aid for the AQA AS
Accounting examination. Containing sets of questions for Units 1 and 2 of the AS
examination, with full answers included, it is ideal for exam preparation and fully
complies with AQA's requirements for the use of International Accounting Standards.
Build economics knowledge through active learning with the latest Powell textbook,
featuring quantitative skills practice and brand new case studies. This textbook has
been fully revised to reflect the 2015 AQA Economics specification, giving you up-todate material that support your teaching and will enable your students to: - Develop
subject knowledge with topic-by-topic support from Ray Powell and James Powell, who
are experienced in teaching and examining - Demonstrate awareness of current issues
in economics through brand new case studies that also help build analytical and
evaluative skills - Explain important concepts and issues effectively; key terms
throughout the text and in the microeconomic and macroeconomic glossaries help to
establish the language of economics - Build quantitative skills with worked examples Stretch and challenge their knowledge with extension materials - Prepare for exams
with practice questions and activities throughout Contents Part 1 Microeconomics
Chapter 1: The economic problem and economic methodology Chapter 2: Price
determination in a competitive market Chapter 3: Production, costs and revenue
Chapter 4: Competitive and concentrated markets Chapter 5: The market mechanism,
market failure and government intervention in markets Part 2: Macroeconomics Chapter
6: The measurement of macroeconomic performance Chapter 7: How the
macroeconomy works: the circular flow of income, AD/AS analysis, and related
concepts Chapter 8: Economic performance Chapter 9: Macroeconomic policy
Accounting Simplified is a step-by-step introduction to financial accounting written in
plain simple language. Taking students from the very basics to the elementary
principles of management accounting, the text emphasises the real-world application of
accounting methods and the importance of practising skills in order to reinforce
learning. Drawing on years of experience as a university lecturer marking student exam
papers, the author uses plenty of worked examples to set out the details of each topic
before providing self-test questions for quick revision.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2016 GCSE
Computer Science qualifications. Written for the AQA GCSE Computer Science
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specification for first teaching from 2016, this print Student Book uses an exciting and
engaging approach to help students build their knowledge and master underlying
computing principles and concepts. Designed to develop computational thinking,
programming and problem-solving skills, this resource includes challenges that build on
learning objectives, and real-life examples that demonstrate how computer science
relates to everyday life. Remember features act as revision references for students and
key mathematical skills relevant to computer science are highlighted throughout. A
digital Cambridge Elevate-enhanced Edition and a free digital Teacher's Resource are
also available.
Get your best grades with this exam-focused text that will guide you through the content
and skills you need to prepare for the big day. Manage your own revision with step-bystep support from experienced examiner Ian Harrison. This guide also includes a
Questions and Answers section with exam-style questions, student's answers for each
question, and examiner comments to ensure you're exam-ready. - Plan and pace your
revision with the revision planner - Use the expert tips to clarify key points - Avoid
making typical mistakes with expert advice - Test yourself with end-of-topic questions
and answers and tick off each topic as you complete it - Practise your exam skills with
exam-style questions and answers This title has not been through the Cambridge
endorsement process.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting has been endorsed by University
of Cambridge International Examinations.

Support your EAL learners with the clear approach of Essential Accounting for
Cambridge IGCSE & O Level (Third Edition), which builds understanding and
confidence. Written by examiners, it is fully matched to the latest syllabus
(0452/7707), for examination from 2020
New 2017 Cambridge A Level Maths and Further Maths resources to help
students with learning and revision. Written for the AQA AS/A Level Further
Mathematics specification for first teaching from 2017, this print Student Book
covers the Statistics content for AS and A Level. It balances accessible
exposition with a wealth of worked examples, exercises and opportunities to test
and consolidate learning, providing a clear and structured pathway for
progressing through the course. It is underpinned by a strong pedagogical
approach, with an emphasis on skills development and the synoptic nature of the
course. Includes answers to aid independent study. This book has entered an
AQA approval process.
Surridge and Gillespie's bestselling AQA textbooks brought together in one
updated volume covering the whole of AQA A-level Business. - This textbook's
content matches the specification in Surridge and Gillespie's accessible style Engages students with updated case studies of real companies, helping students
see how business concepts and theories relate to the real world - Gives students
the opportunity to build the skills they need for assessment with practice
questions throughout - Helps students to build up their quantitative and analytical
skills, with opportunities to analyse data - Supports student revision with new endof-unit recap sections - Helps you cut down your preparation and marking time
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with an accompanying Answer Guide* * The accompanying Answer Guide has
not been through the AQA approval process
Double-entry accounting can be easy if it's explained well, and Mastering Bookkeeping does just that. Now in its updated 8th edition, this popular book has
helped thousands of people to get to grips with book-keeping. It explains the
principles and practice of book-keeping sequentially, and includes: - The
daybooks and ledger accounts - End of year accounting - Sole proprietorships,
limited companies, partnerships and not-for-profit organisations - Using
computers for accounting - Accounting for VAT - Progressing to more advanced
management accounting - The implications of the Data Protection Act 1998 on
book-keepers Plus step-by-step guides to compiling a balance sheet,
depreciation, accounting for bad and doubtful debts, and much more. Everything
is made clear with easy-to-follow explanations. Typical transactions are illustrated
throughout to make the information even easier to understand. This book is
suitable for those preparing for the examinations of ICB, AAT, IAB, OCR, AQA
and all other courses in book-keeping and accounts.
Reflecting the changes to the AQA AS Accounting specification, this revised
second edition includes updated assessment practice questions and IAS
terminology throughout to help your students prepare accurately for the exam.
Learning Objectives, clearly referenced to the related statements in the AQA
specification, let students know exactly what they will need to learn and
understand in that topic. Worked Examples show layouts and step-by-step
guides for accounting procedures. Study tips provide essential advice on
common errors and exam preparation. Summary questions promote independent
learning and develop students' exam techniques.
This popular introduction to accounting has been updated to reflect the new AQA
and OCR specifications. It tackles this complex and sometimes confusing subject
in a straightforward manner, using simple, uncomplicated language throughout.
Each chapter consists of clear, useful guidance on the topic, interspersed with
numerous exercises, ensuring that users gain practice as they go along and build
their confidence in dealing with accounts. Worked examples are provided
throughout each chapter so that students can check their technique as they work
through exercises. - Written in extremely clear and straightforward language Author Ian Harrison is Chief Examiner for a major examination board - Filled with
exercises to boost confidence in dealing with accounts - Full colour and
uncluttered layout - Chapter summaries highlight key points to aid revision Examination tips are given as chapters progress
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Business First Teaching:
September 2015 First Exam: June 2017 This textbook has been fully revised to
reflect the 2015 AQA Business specification, giving you up-to-date material that
supports your teaching and student's learning. - Builds up quantitative skills with
'Maths moment' features and assesses them in the end of chapter activities Ensures students have the knowledge of real life businesses so they can apply
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their theoretical understanding with the 'Business in focus' feature - Helps
students get to grips with the content and tests key skills with activities at the end
of every chapter
Updated specification; first teaching September 2020. Specification code: 8525
Written by leading Computer Science teachers, this textbook will guide students
through the updated AQA GCSE Computer Science specification topic by topic,
and provide them with standalone recap and review sections, practice questions,
worked examples and clear explanations of complex topics. This textbook:
Prepares students for assessment with numerous practice questions for all topics
Develops computational thinking skills Provides differentiated material with the
'beyond the spec' feature Includes standalone recap and review sections at the
end of each chapter Provides definitions of technical terms, along with a glossary
of words to ensure students feel confident with the assessment. Authors George
Rouse, Lorne Pearcey and Gavin Craddock are highly respected and widely
published authors of resources.
A brand new resource for the A2 Accounting award offered by AQA. A full and clear
explanatory text with over 200 practice examination questions geared to the new AQA
syllabus.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 A Level English
qualifications. Endorsed for the AQA A/AS Level English Language specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book is suitable for all abilities, providing stretch
opportunities for the more able and additional scaffolding for those who need it. Helping bridge
the gap between GCSE and A Level, the unique three-part structure provides essential
knowledge and allows students to develop their skills through a deeper study of key topics,
whilst encouraging independent learning. An enhanced digital version and free Teacher's
Resource are also available.
FRANK WOOD'SA-level Accounting: GCE Year 2Alan Sangster This third edition of Frank
Wood's A-level Accounting has been completely restructured to take account of the recent
changes to the A-level syllabus and of developments in the field. The book builds on a first
course in accounting, covering the second level of the A-level syllabus, and includes coverage
of the more advanced aspects of company accounting, and the basics of management
accounting. As well as providing instruction and practice in the preparation of accounting
information, the text stresses the need for students to understand the business reasons behind
accounting techniques. A continuing strength of the book is the large amount of question
material. Recent past questions from the main examining bodies are included as well as a
useful guide to examination techniques at A-level. Key features *Comprehensive, detailed and
thorough coverage of accounting. *Numerous worked examples, review questions and
answers. *Contains past questions from the GCE boards. *Answers to approximately half of
the review questions are provided at the end of the book. *Answers to the remaining questions
are provided in the free Solutions Ma
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Business First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: June 2016 Surridge and Gillespie are back, helping students of all abilities reach their
goal; develop students' quantitative and analytical skills, knowledge and ability to apply
theoretical understanding through real life business examples and varied activities. This
textbook has been fully revised to reflect the 2015 AQA Business specification, giving you upto-date material that supports your teaching and student's learning. - Builds up quantitative
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Ensures students have the knowledge of real life businesses so they can apply their theoretical
understanding with the 'Business in focus' feature - Helps students get to grips with the content
and tests key skills with activities at the end of every chapter
Written by leading PE specialists, students will be guided through the AQA GCSE (9-1) PE
specification topic by topic and have opportunity to improve their understanding, analysis,
evaluation and application skills through exam-style questions and detailed insight to the NEA.
Approved by AQA, this Student Book: - develops understanding with thorough coverage of
topics and contains summaries, diagrams and key questions to direct thinking and aid revision
- provides clear definitions of key terms, technical vocabulary and concepts, including those
that students have struggled the most - builds sound knowledge and analysis, evaluation and
application skills through detailed support and exam-style questions - stretches, challenges
and encourages independent thinking and a deeper understanding through activities, stimulus
material and suggestions for further reading.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE English
Language qualifications. Approved for the AQA GCSE English Language 2015 specification,
this print Student Book is designed for students targeting Grades 1 to 5 and above. Featuring a
wide range of 19th-, 20th- and 21st-century texts, this resource has spelling, punctuation and
grammar support integrated throughout. It also contains assessment tests and in-depth exam
preparation, including two full practice papers. See also our Progress print and digital pack,
which comprises a Progress print Student Book, a Writing Workshop print Student book,
enhanced digital editions of each and free Teacher's Resources.
The AQA AS Accounting second edition has been updated to reflect changes to the
examination from 2014. Fully revised and updated practice questions throughout to build
confidence and skills. Frequent worked illustrations showing successful approaches to develop
relevant key skills. IAS terminology exactly as it is used in the examination and beyond. Study
tips to help avoid common pitfalls and how to show analysis and evaluation.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Business First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: June 2016 Stretch and challenge students with bestselling authors Wolinski and
Coates; comprehensive theory, concepts, practice exercises and real world business case
studies empower students to reach their potential. This textbook has been fully revised to
reflect the 2015 AQA Business specification, giving you up-to-date material that supports your
teaching and student's learning. - Gives in-depth insight into Business practices and theories Wolinski and Coates are known for their comprehensive yet accessible style. - Ensures
students can understand the real world context of what they're learning and apply their
knowledge with fact files on real businesses - Provides practice exercises at the end of each
chapter that reflect the style of the new assessments including multiple choice, short answer,
data response and case study questions

New 2017 Cambridge A Level Maths and Further Maths resources to help students with
learning and revision. Written for the AQA AS/A Level Further Mathematics
specifications for first teaching from 2017, this print Student Book covers the
compulsory content for AS and the first year of A Level. It balances accessible
exposition with a wealth of worked examples, exercises and opportunities to test and
consolidate learning, providing a clear and structured pathway for progressing through
the course. It is underpinned by a strong pedagogical approach, with an emphasis on
skills development and the synoptic nature of the course. Includes answers to aid
independent study. This book has entered an AQA approval process.
Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Biology First Teaching: September 2016 First
Exam: June 2018 AQA approved. Develop your students' scientific thinking and
practical skills within a more rigorous curriculum; differentiated practice questions,
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progress tracking, mathematical support and assessment preparation will consolidate
understanding and develop key skills to ensure progression. - Builds scientific thinking,
analysis and evaluation skills with dedicated Working Scientifically tasks and support
for the 8 required practicals, along with extra activities for broader learning - Supports
students of all abilities with plenty of scaffolded and differentiated Test Yourself
Questions, Show You Can challenges, Chapter review Questions and synoptic practice
Questions - Supports Foundation and Higher tier students, with Higher tier-only content
clearly marked - Builds Literacy skills for the new specification with key words
highlighted and practice extended answer writing and spelling/vocabulary tests FREE
GCSE SCIENCE TEACHER GUIDES These will be provided for free via our website.
To request your free copies please email science@hodder.co.uk
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Business First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 Develop understanding of business arguments and
reasoning, with a clear progression pathway and case studies that illustrate core points.
Ian Marcouse has been trusted by Business students for over 15 years and his updated
textbook has been fully revised to reflect the 2015 AQA Business specification, giving
you up-to-date material that supports your teaching and student's learning. - Guides
students through the content in an easy to understand way, with the new 'logic chain'
feature at the start of every chapter showing them the progression clearly - Helps
students apply their knowledge and analyse business data with real business examples
throughout - Consolidates students' learning and prepares them for assessment with
the workbook feature at the end of every chapter containing knowledge check and
practice questions
Support strong assessment potential with this comprehensive Cambridge A Level
Accounting resource. Developed to match the latest syllabus (9706), ensure complete
exam preparation and student confidence for future study. With up-to-date and
international case studies, support understanding of current business practice,
preparing students for assessment and their future careers. Specifically designed to
give students confidence in their studies, it covers all the Key Concepts in the latest
syllabus. In addition, there is online access with interactive activities to reinforce
understanding.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Biology First Teaching: September 2015
First Exam: June 2016 AQA Approved Develop students' experimental, analytical and
evaluation skills with contemporary and topical biology examples, practical assessment
guidance and differentiated end of topic questions, with this AQA Year 1 student book
(includes AS-level). - Provides support for all 12 required practicals with plenty of
activities and data analysis guidance - Develops understanding with engaging and
contemporary examples to help students apply their knowledge, analyse data and
evaluate findings - Gives detailed guidance and examples of method with a dedicated
'Maths in Biology' chapter and mathematical support throughout to consolidate learning
- Offers regular opportunities to test understanding with Test Yourself Questions,
Differentiated End of Topic Questions and Stretch and Challenge Questions - Supports
exam preparation with synoptic questions, revision tips and skills - Develops
understanding with free online access to 'Test yourself' answers and an extended
glossary.
Exam Board: AQA Level: KS3 Subject: Science First Teaching: September 2016 First
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Exam: June 2017 Inspire students to progress with this fresh and contemporary take on
Science, brought to life through clear explanations and real-world examples that are
tailored to the new AQA Entry Level Certificate in Science specification requirements. Provides you with a very different sort of textbook to help engage students who are
disillusioned or struggling with their science study; full of relevant contexts, exciting
photographs and a sense of fun. - Offers activities that will demonstrate students'
understanding in a variety of ways, from factual recall and enquiry skills, to group
discussion and creative/artistic tasks. - Created to support students with lower literacy
levels. - Provides comprehensive support for non-specialist or less-confident teachers
when used in conjunction with the online Teaching & Learning resources. - Offers
flexibility to use with either Entry Level students or as a support resources for
Foundation-tier GCSE Combined Science candidates.
Guide students through the new syllabus with a full-colour, revised edition of a wellknown and trusted title, and prepare them for post-secondary and professional studies
in Accounting. - Ensure students understand a range of theoretical and practical
techniques used in accounting. - Enable students to participate more effectively and
responsibly in today's business environment and improve management of budgeting,
savings and investment. - Navigate the revised syllabus with ease with a book matching
the structure and coverage, as well as including a detailed section on the Student
Based Assessment with an annotated example to help students when planning their
own. - Prepare for examinations with the 'Helpful hints' feature, containing study tips,
practice tips and examiner tips; practice questions are also included in the Student
eTextbook. - Make topics relatable with case studies included.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE
Mathematics qualifications. Approved by AQA and created specifically for the GCSE
Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student
Book covers the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on
developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand
concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate
mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and
depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an
enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well
as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.
AQA A Level Year 2 BookA2 Accounting for AQAOsborne Books (UK)
A comprehensive series of bespoke resources developed for the 2017 AS/A Level
Mathematics specifications. Written for the AQA A Level Mathematics specification for
first teaching from 2017, this print Student Book covers the content for the second year
of A Level. It balances accessible exposition with a wealth of worked examples,
exercises and opportunities to test and consolidate learning, providing a clear and
structured pathway for progressing through the course. It is underpinned by a strong
pedagogical approach, with an emphasis on skills development and the synoptic nature
of the course. Includes answers to aid independent study.
This revised set of resources for Cambridge International AS and A Level Accounting
syllabus (9706) is thoroughly updated for the latest version of the curriculum. Written by
experienced authors, this coursebook unpacks accounting concepts in an engaging and
accessible style. With clear definitions of up-to-date terminology, this resource is ideal
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for learners with a wide range of abilities, including those whose first language is not
English. Practical walkthroughs illustrate the application of key accounting policies and
practices, and activities reinforce knowledge and build analytical and evaluation skills.
At the end of each chapter there are opportunities to practice multiple-choice and
structured questions to help prepare students for their assessment.
Fully mapped to the latest Cambridge syllabus, this rigorous and stretching approach
strengthens foundations for Cambridge exam achievements, with support for the
updated assessments. Prepare students for the transition to further study with plenty of
enrichment material.
Principles of Accounts for CSEC 2nd Edition prepared students for the examination at
CSEC level as well as subsequent post-secondary, professional studies and entry-level
employment. Written by an experienced team of Accounting educators and examiners,
the course matches the syllabus exactly giving the students confidence that they are
preparing effectively for the examination. Clear and concise explanations of accounting
principles and procedures develop students' skills and a range of case studies enables
them to apply their learning to real-world situations. These are complemented by a
large number of carefully constructed examination-style questions providing students
with plenty of opportunity to test their understanding of the concepts covered.
Get your best grades with this exam-focused text that will guide you through the content
and skills you need to prepare for the big day. Manage your own revision with step-bystep support from experienced examiner Ian Harrison. This guide also includes a
Questions and Answers section with exam-style questions, student's answers for each
question, and examiner comments to ensure you're exam-ready. - Plan and pace your
revision with the revision planner - Use the expert tips to clarify key points - Avoid
making typical mistakes with expert advice - Test yourself with end-of-topic questions
and answers and tick off each topic as you complete it - Practise your exam skills with
exam-style questions and answers This title has not been through the Cambridge
International endorsement process.
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